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It is well known that a morphism onto a weakly normal algebraic variety that is both birational 
and a universal homeomorphism is an isomorphism of varieties. In this note, the author shows 
that a birational morphism onto a weakly normal algebraic variety X with a continuous inverse 
is necessarily an isomorphism of varieties if and only if X had no one-dimensional components. 
Thus the characterization of the weak normalization of a variety X as the largest variety that is 
birationally homeomorphic to X is only valid in the absence of one-dimensional components. All 
varieties are over a fixed algebraically closed field. 
1. Introduction 
In this note we concern ourselves with morphisms of algebraic varieties over a fix- 
ed algebraically closed field k that are homeomorphisms of the underlying topo- 
logical spaces. Throughout this paper, we will refer to these as bicontinuous 
morphisms of varieties. Thus a bicontinuous morphism of varieties f: Y + X has a 
continuous inverse f -’ :X-t Y that is not necessarily a morphism of varieties. 
Recall that in characteristic p, the Frobenius map f: An -+ A” defined by 
f(Xi, . . . . x,)=(xIp ,..., x,“) is an example of a bicontinuous morphism of varieties 
that is not an isomorphism of varieties. Of course, the Frobenius map is not bira- 
tional. We will only consider bicontinuous morphisms of varieties that are also bira- 
tional. 
Our main purpose is to clarify the well known, but inaccurate, assertion that a 
bicontinuous morphism of varieties onto a weakly normal target space that is bira- 
tional is necessarily an isomorphism of varieties. Several people, including this 
author, have made this assertion (see [12, Proposition 2.4; 8, introductory remarks; 
6, fact ii in introductory remarks and Fact 2.2 in the body of that paper; 5, main 
result asserting that a homeomorphic morphism of varieties is an isomorphism of 
varieties]). To see that this statement is false, consider the weakly normal plane node 
X defined by the equation x2(x+ 1) -y2 = 0, let Y = A’ - { l}, and define f: Y--f X 
by f(t) = (t2 - 1, t(t2 - 1)). Notice thatf is a morphism of varieties, is birational, and 
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is bijective. Due to the very special nature of the Zariski topology in dimension one, 
f is a homeomorphism of the underlying topological spaces, but is not an isomor- 
phism of varieties. 
In their paper introducing the notion of weak normality for schemes and com- 
mutative rings, Andreotti and Bombieri proved that a morphism onto a weakly nor- 
mal variety that is both birational and a universal homeomorphism [2, $3.51 is an 
isomorphism of varieties [ 1, Theorem 41. In their proof, Zariski’s Main Theorem 
is used to deduce that the map is a finite morphism and hence an isomorphism of 
varieties by a familiar characterization of the weak normalization. Another correct 
version of the assertion is that a finite morphism onto a weakly normal variety that 
is both birational and a homeomorphism of the underlying topological spaces is an 
isomorphism of varieties [4, Corollary 2.81. 
In this paper, we show that if X is a weakly normal variety without one- 
dimensional components and f: Y + X is a bicontinuous morphism of varieties that 
is also birational, then f is an isomorphism of varieties (see Theorem 2.4). In order 
to obtain this result, we first show that a bicontinuous morphism onto a variety 
without one-dimensional components that is also birational is a finite morphism. If 
the ground field has characteristic zero, a bicontinuous morphism of varieties is 
necessarily birational so the birational hypothesis can be deleted. Again let the 
characteristic of the ground field be arbitrary. Let Q : *X+ X denote the weak nor- 
malization of a variety X and assume that X has no one-dimensional components. 
If we consider all pairs (Y,f) consisting of a variety Y and f: Y -+ X a surjective 
bicontinuous morphism of varieties that is birational, then (*X,Q) is the maximal 
pair (Corollary 2.6). 
By an algebraic variety, we mean a pair (X, @& consisting of a noetherian 
topological space X and a sheaf @x of k-valued functions on X such that locally, 
(X, fix) looks like (Z, 6”) where Z c A” = {(xi, . . . , x,,) 1 xi E k Vi} is a Zariski-closed 
subset and is endowed with the Zariski topology and @z is the sheaf of regular 
functions on Z, i.e., the functions that locally are given as the quotient of two 
polynomials (see [7]). We will refer to sections of fix over U as regular functions 
on U. A morphism of varieties is a continuous map that preserves regular functions. 
Unlike Mumford, we do not insist that the underlying topological space is con- 
nected. Like Mumford, we insist that all varieties are separated (in the language of 
[7], we are assuming that the Hausdorff axiom holds for all varieties). 
All rings in this paper are commutative with identity and noetherian. If A is a 
reduced, finitely generated k-algebra, we let Var(A) denote the affine variety whose 
affine coordinate ring is A. In particular, Var(A) is endowed with the Zariski 
topology. Recall that an integral extension of rings A c B is said to be weakly 
subintegral (respectively, subintegral) if vx E Spec(A), 2 a unique point y E Spec(B) 
lying over x and the canonical injection k(x)~k(y) is a purely inseparable extension 
(respectively, an isomorphism). A ring A is said to be weakly normal (respectively, 
seminormal) if there does not exist a subring B of the total ring of quotients of A 
such that A CB is weakly subintegral (respectively, subintegral). A variety (X, &,) 
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is said to be weakly normal (respectively, seminormal) if for each x E X the local ring 
@x,,x is weakly normal (respectively, seminormal). Over an algebraically closed field 
a curve is seminormal if and only if it is weakly normal; over an algebraically closed 
field of characteristic 0 a variety of arbitrary dimension is seminormal if and only 
if it is weakly normal. For the basic results regarding seminormality and weak nor- 
mality we refer the reader to [l, 4, lo] and [14, 151 respectively. 
2. Main Results 
We will now establish the results mentioned in the introduction. Earlier versions 
of the first two assertions appeared in [13] but we include their proofs for the sake 
of completeness. 
Lemma 2.1. Let Z be an irreducible affine variety of dimension at least two, CJ C_ Z 
an open subset, u E U, and z E Z- U. Then, there exists an irreducible curve C in 
Z that passes through z, meets (I and misses u. 
Proof. This follows from Bertini’s Theorem. We may and shall assume that Z is 
a closed subvariety of A” for some positive integer n. For each irreducible com- 
ponent of Z- U, except possibly {z}, choose a point z;#z in that component. Let 
H c A” be a hypersurface such that z E H, u $ H and zi $ H for all i. Let W be an 
irreducible component of Z tl H containing z. By Krull’s Hauptidealsatz, W meets 
U. Replacing Z by Wand inducting on the dimension of W, we obtain an irreducible 
curve C with the required properties. 0 
Theorem 2.2. Let f : Y+ X be a morphism of varieties without one-dimensional 
components. If f is a homeomorphism of the underlying topological spaces, then 
f is a finite morphism. 
Proof. Replacing X and Y by the respective unions of all components of dimen- 
sion at least two, we may assume that all components have dimension at least two. 
By Grothendieck’s form of Zariski’s Main Theorem [3, Theorem 8.12.61 there is 
an open immersion of varieties g : Y + Z and a finite morphism h : Z + X such that 
h og=f. Identifying Y with its image in Z, and modifying f appropriately, we may 
assume that Y is an open subvariety of Z. Replacing Z by Y, we may further assume 
that Y is dense in Z. 
We claim that h is also a homeomorphism. Since h is a surjective closed mapping 
it suffices to show that h is injective. Suppose not. Then there is a point xeX such 
that the fiber h-‘(x) contains at least 2 points. Let U be an affine open 
neighborhood of x in X and let I/= h-‘(U). Replacing X, Y and Z by U, Y fl I/ 
and I/ respectively, we may assume that h: Z+ X is a finite morphism of affine 
varieties and that all irreducible components of X and Z have dimension at least 
two. 
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Since h-‘(x) contains more than one point and h / y = f is a homeomorphism, 
there exist points _YE Y and ZE Z- Y in h-‘(x). Let Z’ be a component of Z that 
passes through z. We claim there exists an irreducible curve C that passes through 
z, meets Y and misses y. If y $ Z’, any irreducible curve C in Z’ that passes through 
z will do, as Y is dense in Z. If y E Z’, then the preceding lemma yields the desired 
conclusion. 
Now Y tl C is a closed subset of Y implies f( Y f-l C) is closed in X. But XI$ 
f(YflC)=h(YnC), whereas xEh(C)=h(YnC)~h(YnC). This is the desired 
contradiction. Thus h is a homeomorphism. Hence Y= Z and f is a finite mor- 
phism. 0 
Remark 2.3. The assumption that the varieties do not have one-dimensional com- 
ponents is critical in Theorem 2.2. Let X be a singular weakly normal curve with 
normalization r: X-t X and construct an open subvariety Y of X as follows. For 
each singular point x of X delete all but one point in the fiber r-i(x). Due to the 
special nature of the Zariski topology in dimension one, the morphism f= 
~1 y: Y+ X is a homeomorphism, but is not a finite morphism. An explicit illustra- 
tion was mentioned in the introduction. 
Theorem 2.4. Let X be a weakly normal variety without one-dimensional com- 
ponents. If f : Y-+ X is a morphism of varieties that is birational and a homeomor- 
phism of the underlying topological spaces, then f is an isomorphism of varieties. 
Proof. Theorem 2.2 implies that f is a finite morphism. In particular, we may 
reduce to the affine case. Assume X and Y are affine with affine coordinate rings 
A and B, respectively. We may assume A c B is a finite integral extension of rings 
having the same total quotient ring K. 
We shall see that the induced map i*: Spec(B) --f Spec(A) is a homeomorphism. 
Since B is an integral extension of A, i* is a closed mapping. Thus it suffices to see 
that i* is bijective. Suppose two prime ideals Q and Q’ of B contract to the same 
prime ideal P of A. Let N be a maximal ideal of B containing Q and set M= N fl A. 
By ‘going-up’ there is a maximal ideal N’ of B such that Q’r N’ and N’nA =M. 
As f: Var(B) + Var(A) is bijective, N= N’ and we may deduce that every maximal 
ideal of B that contains Q also contains Q’. Thus Q c Q’. Similarly Q’c Q. Hence 
Q=Q’. 
Now let QESpec(B) and set P=QnA. Let A/=.4/P, B’=B/Q and let K’and 
L’ denote their respective quotient fields. Let F’ denote the separable closure of K’ 
in L’ and set C’=B’nF’. Notice that F’ is the quotient field of C’. Let X’= 
Var(A’), Z’=Var(C’) and Y’=Var(B’). Consider the canonical morphisms 
g’:Z’~x’, h’: Y’+Z’andf’: Y’+X’. Sof’=g’oh’. Lets= [F’: K’]. There exists 
a nonempty open subset U’ of X’ such that for each point U’E U’ the fiber gfP1(u’> 
consists of s distinct points [9, Theorem 7, p. 1171. Since h’ is surjective and g’o h’ 
is bijective, we must have s = 1. Thus K’c L’ is a purely inseparable extension. 
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Hence A c B is a weakly subintegral extension of rings having the same total quo- 
tient ring and the weak normality of A implies that A = B. 0 
Corollary 2.5. Assume that the ground field k has characteristic 0 and let X be a 
weakly normal variety without one-dimensional components. If f : Y + X is a bicon- 
tinuous morphism of varieties, then f is an isomorphism of varieties. 
Proof. We may reduce to the case where Y and X are irreducible of dimension at 
least two. Since f is separable, there is a nonempty open subset U of X such that 
for each point u E U the fiber f -l(u) contains s distinct points where s = [k(Y): k(X)] 
19, Theorem 7, p. 1161. Hence s = 1, that is, f is birational, and the assertion follows 
from Theorem 2.4. q 
Corollary 2.6. Let X be a variety without one-dimensional components. Let 
f : Y+ X be a bicontinuous morphism of varieties that is birational. Then there ex- 
ists a unique morphism h : *X + Y such that f 0 h =Q where Q : *X-+X is the weak 
normalization of X. Thus if we consider all pairs ( Y, f) consisting of a variety Y and 
a surjective bicontinuous morphism of varieties f : Y-+X that is birational and we 
declare (Y, f) I (2, g) iff there exists a morphism h : Z + Y such that g = f 0 h, then 
(*X, Q) is the maximal pair. 
Proof. Theorem 2.2 implies that f is a finite morphism. Thus it suffices to consider 
the case where X=Var(A) and Y=Var(B) are affine varieties and f is induced by 
the finite integral extension A c B of rings having the same total quotient ring. As 
in the proof of Theorem 2.4, A c B is a weakly subintegral extension of rings having 
the same total quotient ring. Hence B c *A by the Andreotti-Bombieri character- 
ization of *A. Hence Q : *X--t X uniquely factors through f: Y + X. q 
Remark 2.7. In [l], Andreotti and Bombieri considered all pairs (Y, f) consisting 
of a reduced algebraic prescheme Y and a k-morphism f: Y-t X that is both a 
universal homeomorphism and birational. They showed that (*X, Q) is the maximal 
pair with respect to the partial ordering indicated above [I, Theorem 41. 
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